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Abstract: This study summarizes up-to-date information about the biopositive effects of low radiation treatment (LRT),
radiation hormesis, and our experimental devices. In addition, we present a favorable treatment result in a patient with
advanced rectal carcinoma who received LRT at home using a radon gas aspirator. The patient was a 61-year-old man
who underwent proctectomy in 2010. During the additional first-line chemotherapy, apparent increases in tumor makers
identified multiple remote metastases in the lung, sacrum and liver. Sacrum pain limited his activity of daily living and
impeded his coming to our facility for LRT. Then, we decided to provide him home LRT using a radon gas aspirator. He
inhaled radon gas for 15 minutes at least 3 times a day at home, resulting in remarkably reduced tumor markers and
sacrum pain relief. He could walk, keep sitting up without support and sleep in the spine position again after receiving
home LRT. No influence of radon gas inhalation on the second-line chemotherapy was observed. The favorable effects
of LRT lead us to believe that the newly-developed devices will provide the clinical significance on malignant diseases.
To establish the LRT regimen, further clinical investigation and data accumulation are thus called for.
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INTRODUCTION
Low radiation treatment (LRT), radiation hormesis,
is first reported by Dr. Luckey [1, 2] with the compiled
data on thousands of people whose workplace
exposed to low-dose radiation. Other investigators also
accumulated data to clarify the effects of exposure to
low-dose radiation [3-5]. It is well known some facilities
providing radiation hormesis in Japan and Europe (e.g.
Gesteiner Heilstollen in Bad Gastein, Austria) where
people can inhale radon gas emanated from radon
springs and receive low-dose radiation directly from
radioactive mineral at the same time. Low dose
radiation elevates immune response, and it may reduce
rather than increase the risk of cancer [6]. Radiationrelated health effects have long been a focus of
attention; particularly, its influence and radiation-related
diseases have become major concerns after radiation
leaks at the Fukushima nuclear power plant triggered
by the Great East Japan Earthquake on March 11,
2011. Here, we present a case report treated with LRT
using a newly-developed experimental device at home
and up-to-date information about the biopositive effects
of LRT
A CASE REPORT
The patient was a 61-year-old man diagnosed with
advanced rectal carcinoma. The clinical course is
shown in Figure 1. He started to receive chemotherapy
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after proctectomy in 2010. During the additional firstline chemotherapy, apparent increases in tumor
makers (carcinoembryonic antigen: CEA and CA19-9)
were observed; multiple remote metastases were
identified in the lung, sacrum and liver. Sacrum pain
gradually got worse, which limited his activity of daily
living, only lying in bed in the lateral spine position. We
evaluated the cancer resistance to the first-line
chemotherapy and decided to use radon gas before the
second-line chemotherapy was initiated. The nature
and purpose of LRT and risks involved were fully
explained to the patient, who then provided written
informed consent to receive LRT. Since scrum pain
impeded his coming to our facility for receiving LRT, he
received radon gas inhalation for 15 minutes at least 3
times a day using a radon gas aspirator (Figure 2) at
home. No significant changes in tumor size or its
location were observed after home LRT; however,
tumor makers were remarkably reduced. Of note, the
patient relieved from sacrum pain, which dramatically
improved his activity of daily living and made him able
to walk, keep sitting up without support and sleep in the
spine position again. No influence of radon gas
inhalation on the second-line chemotherapy was
observed.
DISCUSSION
In the present case, we provided the newlydeveloped experimental device for home LRT because
the deteriorating conditions prevented the patient to
come to our facility. This device uses ultrasonic to
clarify the clinical significance of inhaling radon gas
© 2013 Lifescience Global
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Figure 1: Clinical course of a patient who revealed multiple remote metastases after proctectomy and first-line
chemotherapy.

Figure 2: Radon gas aspirator.
Radon gas is gathered in bag; a patient inhales it using a
face mask.

with  ray and provides the stable level of radon mist
3
(over 17,000 Br/m , Rn-222) at a breath calculated with
ALPHA-Scint (TRACERLAB Co., Germany). High

bioactivity of  ray is expected by inhaling radon gas.
Generally, a patient inhales radon gas using a mask
provided from the vinyl bag attached to the closed
circuit in the isolated room. Therefore, no one except
the patient inhales the high level of Rn-222. Because of
its specific gravity, residual Rn-222 in the expiratory
gas is usually subsided and diffused immediately on
the floor with reduced personal exposure risks. The
treatment regimen has not been fully established yet;
however, our preliminary data showed improvement in
different diseases and conditions, such as alleviation of
chemotherapy-related appetite loss, disappearance of
lung metastasis after esophageal cancer surgery and
no specific side effects. In this case, home LRT using
radon gas was initiated before the induction of secondline chemotherapy. Therefore, there were two
possibilities for evaluating the significance of gas
inhalation during the clinical course. One was that the
clinical significance of gas inhalation was independent
to the effect of chemotherapy. The other was the
synergism of gas inhalation and chemotherapy. The
difference in the regimen of chemotherapy is the use of
oxaliplatin or CPT-11. In our patient, the synergism
between gas inhalation and CPT-11 should be
considered as an influential factor for the clinical
course.
Nowadays, an experimental radioactive sheet
(INSPECTOR, SE Co. USA) has also been developed
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for the clinical use of continuous X-ray radiation
exposure (Figure 3) which might be another choice for
home LRT. This sheet is made from silicone, 3030 cm
in size. The radioactive levels of the sheet can be
changed in each occasion, in the range approximately
40 μSV/hr to 2 mSV/hr. This radioactive sheet consists
of beta ray and predominant gamma ray. The sheet,
originally developed as wallpaper, can be attached
directly to the front and back side of the body, leading
to easy use for home treatment. Since direct
attachment to the skin causes an itch; more research is
thus necessary to improve the quality of the sheet. The
experimental use of this sheet resulted in tumor growth
retardation in a female patient with advanced gastric
cancer and in a male patient with pancreatic cancer.
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effects of LRT are identified in each study patient,
including anti-cancer effects, alleviated general
conditions and reduced chemotherapy-related side
effects. It has not been unsolved the exact level of
radiation one can receive and the establishment of
treatment regimen using radiation at the appropriate
dose; the results obtained so far are controversial. The
most ideal level of LRT is estimated one hundred times
higher than the average natural radiation exposure
received from natural sources [1, 2]. Several studies
have reported that human gene still has restoration
ability even at the higher radiation level [8-11]. A recent
study by Dr. Doss [6] has insisted that liner nonthreshold model, which pays exclusive attention to
DNA damage, completely ignores immune system
response in its estimation of cancer risk. The current
radiation safety paradigm and regulations and the
consequent fear of low dose radiation have prevented
progress in dealing with these unsolved problems in
human health. Accordingly, the investigation of LRT at
the increased dose in human being and its efficacy
should be carried out as a next exploration.
Recently, we have renovated the LRT room in our
facility which keeps the average radiation level of 2
mSV/hr anywhere inside the room even at a distance of
10 cm from the wall (INSPECTOR, SE Co. USA) and
3
the radon concentration at 100,000 Bq/m (DOSEMAN,
SARD Co. Germany). Compared to the previous room,
patients can receive higher radiation in the new room.
There has been only a handful of data supporting the
routine use of renewed system, further data
accumulation is thus indispensable.

Figure 3: Radioactive sheet attached to the patient’s
back.
The other sheet was also attached to the front of the body.
When a patient moves, flexible adjustment is necessary not
to be loosen.

Our previous study reported the clinical significance
of LRT in the experimental therapy room in our facility
which can supply both direct radiation from the wall and
indirect radiation from inhaling radon gas (Lead &
Comp; [7]). Radon gas emanates from the watersprinkled wall made from rich monazite mixture which
was excavated from private mountains in Japan.
Patients can receive low-dose radiation directly from
radioactive mineral. Patients presenting to our facility
have various backgrounds, although, the biopositive

The favorable effects of LRT lead us to believe that
the newly-developed devices will provide the clinical
significance on malignant diseases. These facts are
important for the entire field of cancer therapy. To
establish the LRT regimen, further clinical investigation
and data accumulation are thus called for.
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